Chronic low back pain has become a major problem for millions of patients. Many of these patients have non-neurogenic back pain that may be of discogenic origin. The intervertebral disc has been thought to be a source of lower back pain (1-3). Lumbar discography has evolved into a necessary diagnostic test to identify patients who exhibit symptomatic intervertebral disc disruption (IDD)(4-6). The methodology and efficacy in evaluating the patient with presumed symptomatic IDD is reviewed elsewhere (7-10).

With the advent of intradiscal electrophoerthermal annuloplasty (IDEA) (11-14) for the treatment of symptomatic IDD the discogram has become a more utilized and important diagnostic aide in the treatment of patients with lumbar pain.

Lumbar discography is performed utilizing fluoroscopic guidance. Through the aide of fluoroscopy the intervertebral disc can be reached with spinal needles in such a way as to minimize potential complications. The technique was initially described to be posterior (midline) and posterolateral (interlaminar) both of which involved dural penetration (15,16). The lateral (extralaminar) approach to the disc was initially described by McCulloch (17) and the oblique approach by Aprill (28) using fluoroscopic guidance. Proponents of discography feel a painful symptomatic IDD can be identified reliably with proper discographic technique (9,18-20).

Fluoroscopy is used in many procedures, including swallowing studies, urologic evaluations, peripheral joint injections, and perhaps most commonly, interventional spine procedures. Conventional fluoroscopy which consists of an x-ray tube located above a fixed examining table has been widely replaced by C-arm fluoroscopes with image intensification for use in spinal injection procedures. The C-arm permits the physician to rotate and angle the x-ray tube around the patient while the patient rests on a radiolucent support table. Image intensification is achieved through the addition of an image intensifier which receives remnant x-ray beams that have passed through the patient and converts them into light energy, thereby increasing the brightness of the displayed image and making it easier to interpret.

Studies have been performed to evaluate the risks to orthopedic surgeons under fluoroscopy (21-23) cardiologists in cardiac catheterization (24) urologists during endourologic procedures (25) and interventional radiologists performing a variety of visceral and peripheral angiographic procedures (26). The measurement for recording exposure is the rad equivalent man (rem) which can be measured using a dosimetry badge. (Table 1). The reader is referred to other more extensive reviews of radiation quantities, units and terminology(26,27).

The above studies and ours examined radiation exposure levels using dosimetry badges, which allow the extent of exposure to be recorded. The study was performed to evaluate radiation exposure per procedure to the spinal interventionalist performing lumbar discography. A MEDLINE search of the current medical literature did not reveal any such study, and our concern for the level of radiation exposure to spinal interventionalists led to this study.

**METHODS**

Thirty seven (37) consecutive patients over a 3-month period presented to a multidisciplinary spine care practice with complaints of lower back pain were included in this evaluation. Patients were...
of the injectate, and to rule out intravascular, intrathacal and/or soft tissue infiltration mixed with the Isovue was 10 mg Aneur per ml of Isovue. Similar technique was utilized at all intervertebral disc levels except the L5/S1 intervertebral disc. This level required a double needle technique. Initially utilizing an oblique fluoroscopic view the superior articular process of the S1 facet was identified. An 18-gauge 3.5 inch introducer needle was inserted until contact with the bone of the superior articular process (SAP) was made. Then a 22 gauge 6 or 8 inch spinal needle was placed thru the introducer just anterior to the SAP and advanced into the intervertebral disc. The needle curvature and bevel allowed the interventionalist to properly advance the needle into the disc at all levels. Nucleograms were interpreted based upon the classification scale described by Adams et al[29]. The patients were asked to characterize their pain regarding the quality, intensity, distribution and concordance during the procedure. Plain radiographs were taken in the AP and lateral views of all discograms to document both the contrast flow pattern and needle placement. All patients were monitored by pulse oximetry, blood pressure and EKG monitoring prior to, during, and after the procedure. Patients were transferred to the recovery unit for 40 minutes. All patients were seen by the physician who performed the injection and by a registered nurse prior to discharge.

All discograms were performed at an ambulatory care center using c-arm fluoroscopic guidance. The C-arm fluoroscope (OEC Compact 7600, Salt Lake City, UT) used was operated in snapshot mode. In this mode beam collimation constricted the x-ray beam to the lumbar spine. These procedures were performed by one of four spinal interventionalists with extensive experience in lumbar discography.

The measurement for recording radiation exposure is the millirad equivalent man (mREM). (Table 1). Radiation exposure was monitored by using a Landauer (Glennwood, IL) dosimetry badge with a lower limit of detectability of 1mREM. A radiographic technologist (RT) allocated four (4) badges to the physicians prior to the procedures. The badges were clearly marked as 1. Outside, 2. Inside, 3. Ring and 4. Glasses. The “Outside” badge was placed outside the lead apron worn by all the interventionalists, which was of 0.55mm thickness (ProTech, Palm Beach Gardens, FL). The “Inside” badge was placed at the shirt pocket level under the apron. The “Ring” badge was placed on the ring finger of the dominant hand. The “Glasses” badge was placed on the frame of lead glasses (ProTech® leaded eyewear, Palm Beach Gardens, FL) that the interventionalist wore during the procedure. A control badge was placed on a shelf on the wall 167.5 centimeters away, horizontally and 140 centimeters vertically, from the fluoroscopic table in the treatment room. A second control badge was also placed over 15 meters outside the fluoroscopy room to evaluate for any ambient radiation. When badges were not in use they were all placed together with the second control badge, outside the treatment room.

The RT’s entered into a daily log the patients name, date of procedure, medical record number, procedure level, total fluoroscopy time, voltage in kVp (kilovolts), amperage in milliamps (mA), physician performing procedure and weight of the patient. Physicians entered into the log the patients’ diagnosis of low back pain based upon history and physical examination.

Following completion of all 106 discograms (levels) the dosimetry badges were sent to Landauer for interpretation. The radiation dosimetry report from Landauer included the dose equivalent mREM (the unit of occupational ra-
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Table 1. Radiation Quantities and Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Conventional Unit</th>
<th>SI Unit</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>Roentgen®</td>
<td>Coulomb/ kg of air (c/kg)</td>
<td>1 C/kg = 3876R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 R = 2.58 x 10 C/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose</td>
<td>Rad(100 ergsg)</td>
<td>Gray(Gy) (joule/kg)</td>
<td>1 Gy = 100 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 cGy = 1 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 mGy = 100 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose Equivalent</td>
<td>Rem</td>
<td>Sievert (Sv)</td>
<td>1 Sv = 100 rem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01 Sv = 1 cSv = 1 rem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01 Sv = 1 mSv = 100 mrem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adapted from Wycoff (26)
Radiation exposure and is used to monitor personnel exposure devices such as film badges for the period in which the injections were performed. Separate readings were obtained for all badges for deep dose, eye and shallow dose equivalents in mREM. Deep dose equivalent applies to external whole-body exposure and is the dose equivalent at a tissue depth of 1 centimeter (cm). Eye dose equivalent applies to the external exposure of the lens of the eye and is taken as the dose equivalent at a tissue depth of 0.3 cm. Shallow dose equivalent applies to the external exposure of the skin or an extremity, and is taken as the dose equivalent at a tissue depth of 0.007 cm averaged over an area of one square centimeter. The total amount of mREM for each badge was obtained and the amount of mREM per second of fluoroscopy use was calculated. All reports were reviewed and complied by the radiographic technologist.

Statistical analysis was performed using a paired difference t-test. Our objective was to determine if there was a statistically significant greater exposure time at a certain intervertebral level versus another. We also wanted to determine if there was a statistically significant greater exposure at the different recording sites taken from the interventionalists. A significant p-value was less than 0.05.

**RESULTS**

A total of 106 discograms on 37 patients (19 female and 18 male) were performed. There were a total of 106 procedures (levels studied) in 37 patients. The levels studied included 35 at L5-S1, 33 at L4-5, 33 at L3-4, 4 at L2-3, and 1 at L1-2. The total time in seconds at each level was tabulated and the mean number of seconds per level calculated (Table 2). The total mean fluoroscopy time per procedure was 57.24 seconds. The total fluoroscopy time at all levels was 6124 seconds in the patients. The range of fluoroscopy time per discogram level was 20-134 seconds. The mean weight of the patients studied was 175.3 pounds (lbs). The weight range of males was 150 to 225 lbs, and the weight range of females was 100 to 265 lbs. The mean male weight was 192.0 lbs. and the mean female weight was 159.4 lbs. The mean age of patients was 43.7 years. (Table 3)

The mean kVp received by female patients was 97 at 8mA and 100 at 8mA in male patients (Table 3). The exposure to the spinal interventionalist was calculated in mREM for all 106 discograms from dosimetry badges. The exposure “outside” apron was 251 mREM (deep dose equivalent), “inside” apron was 19 mREM, “glasses” exposure was 159 mREM (eye dose equivalent) and “ring” exposure was measured to be 390 mREM (shallow dose equivalent). The control badge which was placed inside the room 167.5 centimeters away horizontally and 140 centimeters vertically from the fluoroscopy table recorded an exposure of 78 mREM deep dose equivalent. The exposure recorded from outside room badge was 0 mREM deep dose equivalent (Table 4).

We were able to calculate the exposure per discogram at the ring, glasses, outside and inside apron recording sites. (Table 4) From this calculation one can roughly estimate the exposure to a certain site depending on the duration of a procedure.

In total 106 lumbar discograms were performed, 35 were at the L5-S1 level, 33 at the L4-5 level, 33 at L3-4 level, 4 at the L2-3 level, and 1 at the L1-2 level. Due to the small sample sizes in the last two categories, they were excluded from analysis. For the remaining samples, t-tests were performed to see if a statistically significant difference existed in exposure time between the levels. The average exposure time for the L3-4 level was 47.36 seconds (95% CI: 37.39 – 57.33), for the L4-5 level, 55.15 seconds (95% CI: 45.07 – 65.24), and for the L5-S1 level 69.83 seconds (95% CI: 57.46 to 82.20). A statistically significant difference in exposure time was found between the L3-4 and L5-S1 levels (p-value = 0.0076), as well as the L4-5 and L5-S1 levels (0.0094).

Next comparisons were made to see if a difference existed in the amount of radiation exposure between the outside of the apron and the inside of the apron. Also we evaluated if the amount of radiation exposure differed between the outside of the apron, the glasses, and the ring.
The total amount of radiation exposure on each badge was obtained after all 106 procedures were performed. The total exposure was divided by the total time taken by all the procedures (6124 seconds). This gave us the average amount of radiation exposure per second. This number was multiplied by the number of seconds for each procedure. This result was the total amount of radiation exposure per procedure. The average exposure to the outside of the apron was 2.35 mREM (95% CI: 2.09 – 2.61) and to the inside of the apron 0.18 mREM (95% CI: 0.157 - 0.197). A paired difference t-test was performed comparing the exposure to the outside of the apron versus the inside. A p-value of <.0001 was obtained. From this we concluded that the outside of the apron received significantly more radiation exposure than the inside. We then compared exposure to the ring, glasses, and outside of the apron. Once again a highly significant p-value was obtained (<.0001) with the ring having the greatest exposure to radiation with an average of 3.66 mREM (95% CI: 3.26 – 4.07). The average exposure to the glasses was 1.49 mREM (95% CI: 1.32 – 1.66).

**DISCUSSION**

The initial interest in the intervertebral disc acting as a pain generator was suggested by Hirsch(30). Early work performed by Lindblom showed radial annular fissures(15). In 1952 Pierre Erlacher (31) was able to correlate the nucleogram to nuclear anatomy on cadaver discs. Adams et al(29) described five types of disc degeneration identified on lumbar discograms. CT post-discography has been classified as well to aide in interpretation of results(10,32). The procedure had been rejected as a diagnostic test following the Holt’s (33) study, which was later shown to be flawed(34,35).

The complications of diagnostic lumbar discography have been well described(36-39). The procedure requires fluoroscopy and the radiation risk to the interventionalist has not been studied specifically with regard to this procedure.

Radiation risks to the spinal interventionalist and assisting personnel is evaluated using the maximum safe allowable exposure limits which have been established by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measuring as a maximum permissible dose (MPD)(40). The recommendations for occupational radiation exposure can be seen in Table 5. The current estimation of risk from radiographic exposure to a specific body part is based on the biologic effects of whole-body exposure converted by weight factors specific for individual organs and tissues. This concept was adopted by the International commission on Radiological Protections in 1977 and was modified in 1991(41). Termed the effective dose equivalent, the calculation has been adopted by authoritative bodies that determine radiation risk and recommend protective measures (41).

When evaluating our data it can be seen the radiation exposure appears to be well within these regulations. If we extrapolate our data to 1000 lumbar discograms (10 times the amount studied) which could be performed annually per clinician at our center then a total radiation exposure of 3.66REM “Ring” badge, 1.49REM “Glasses” badge and 2.35REM “Outside apron” badge all would fall within general limits as per Table 5. However, depending on the volume of procedures in the spinal interventionalists’ clinical, the exposure will increase accordingly and must be followed closely. The absolute exposure to the spinal interventionalist must be calculated on an individual basis and must take into account that the radiation exposure will be cumulative over the lifetime.

The typical patient who undergoes discography has a 3-level (L3-4, L4-5, L5-S1) procedure performed. Extrapolating the average amount of radiation exposure to the spinal interventionalist for each level for each radiation badge and then adding each result per level can give a close estimation of radiation exposure during the real-life scenario of a 3-level discography procedure. We found that the spinal interventionalist was exposed to 7.08 mREM on the outside badge, 0.519 mREM on the inside badge, 11.05 mREM on the ring badge, and 4.43 mREM on the glasses badge per patient for a 3-level discography procedure.

Through statistical analysis we observed the lead apron did significantly reduce the amount of cumulative radiation exposure when comparing the outside apron to inside apron dosimetry badge reading.

Statistically we found a significantly higher fluoroscopy time (seconds) at the L5/S1 level versus the L4/5 or L3/4 levels. Comparison was not done to the L2/3 or L1/2 levels, as the number of procedures at these levels was disproportionately few. This correlates well with the technical difficulty in performing discography at the L5-S1 level.

Statistical analysis also revealed significantly more radiation exposure per procedure and cumulatively at the ring, outside apron and glasses recording sites to the inside room control.

Limitations of this study are several. The study assumes the technique by which fluoroscopy is utilized is similar in all physicians. In reality many different physicians perform discography and may use a different technique, which could alter the radiation exposure. The mode in which the fluoroscope is used is another variable to consider. If live fluoroscopy is utilized throughout the procedure, radiation exposure may vary as well. Further study should be done in a prospective multicenter study to see if the exposure is higher with live versus pulsed fluoroscopic guidance. It should also include patient exposure.

The study proved the effectiveness of leaded aprons in reducing exposure. Further study should be done to assess the effectiveness of leaded gloves and glasses.

The study could also be improved upon, if the dosimetry badges are interpreted after each and every discogram(level). Obviously the cost of this is a factor, which would have to be overcome for a more accurate means of recording radiation exposure in discography.

The use of leaded aprons, glasses, thyroid shields and lead barriers seem most appropriate to minimize the spinal interventionalists exposure. This has been found by other authors(42). It should be noted the long term effects of low dose radiation are uncertain (43). The exposure in our study was greater to the hands, than eyes of our interventionalists, which may argue for even the use of leaded gloves in
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**Table 5. General Radiation Exposure Guidelines**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Exposure</th>
<th>Annual Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole body (head &amp; trunk), Active blood forming</td>
<td>5 rem/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens of eye</td>
<td>15 rem/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremities</td>
<td>50 rem/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>50 rem/year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Ref. 40
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addition to leaded glasses. Also extended tubing for administering radiographic contrast may be of benefit.

Radiation exposure results from the primary beam and scatter radiation reflected off the floor and the patient. The cardinal principles of radiation protection are: (1) maximize the distance from the radiation source; (2) use shielding materials; and (3) minimize exposure time. Technical factors using the fluoroscope may serve to reduce both occupational and patient exposure. Using pulsed imaging during fluoroscopy has been shown to reduce overall exposure by 20-75% (44,45). The usage of collimation also reduces unnecessary radiation exposure (44).

A radiation safety program may serve to minimize exposure to ionizing radiation while promoting safe and effective use of radiation sources in diagnosis, therapy and research. One goal of such a program is to keep the risks to radiation workers to levels that are comparable to those of other safe occupations. The prevailing philosophy is that of “as low as reasonably achievable” (ALARA) (46).

Adhering to simple rules of radiation safety can minimize the cumulative exposure to the spinal interventionalist. These include increasing distance between the interventionalist and the source of radiation, decreasing the overall time of exposure, shielding susceptible areas with leaded aprons, thyroid shields, leaded glasses and leaded gloves as well as being proficient in guiding needles under fluoroscope.

This study revealed a level of radiation exposure to be below the maximal permissible dose. Other studies (47-49) have also shown the radiation exposure to be below the maximal permissible dose. However, the total number of procedures performed by an interventionalist must be accounted for. One must also keep aware radiation exposure is cumulative.

**CONCLUSION**

Our study demonstrates that the radiation exposure to the spinal interventionalist performing lumbar discography is within safety guidelines.
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